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This is a trick for those building a professional show. This trick uses a small stack of what appears to be
about twenty dollar bills. This trick fits well near the middle of the act. It would not make a good opener,
second trick or a closer for a show. It would best be done after a complex trick or some thick that gets a
strong shocking response from the audience. This trick is intended to inject a bit of humor into the show.
This would be a good trick to jazz up to inject your personality into the performance. It packs small and can
be contained in a pocket before performance. It can be done surrounded. If you are building an illusion show,
this trick will fit well as an interlude performed in front of the curtain with a spotlight on you. It has been
performed for over a hundred years and sells very well with audiences. It works well in adult shows as well
as children's shows. Those that use this routine, claim that they must use it in every show. The trick requires
no sleight of hand. Patter is included that is a bit tongue in cheek humor. This is an excellent routine for a
beginner in magic. This booklet shows how to make the trick from real dollar bills or plain paper that looks
like play money. With a bit of creativity, a personal computer could easily be used to make the bills used in
this trick.
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From reader reviews:

Phyllis Kelly:

The book untitled Six Bill Repeat is the publication that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the book content that will be shown to a person. The language that article author use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of investigation when
write the book, therefore the information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also can get the
e-book of Six Bill Repeat from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Frederick Rothman:

Typically the book Six Bill Repeat has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot
of profit. The book was published by the very famous author. Tom makes some research previous to write
this book. This book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this book.

Ophelia Ellis:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with pals is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try matter that really opposite
from that. One activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Six Bill Repeat, it is possible to enjoy both.
It is very good combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh occur its
mind hangout people. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.

Douglas Elem:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You can
choose the very best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
identified as of book Six Bill Repeat. You can include your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed
book, it can add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most important that, you must
aware about book. It can bring you from one location to other place.
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